
Host ACTDMark says:
---------------------------------------------- BEGIN MISSION ------------------------------------------------------
OpsTrebor says:
::At Ops, checking out the repairs on the power grid::
CNSherida says:
::in her quarters trying to pull herself together::
CSOKoepke says:
::enters bridge and moves to science I::
Host ACTDMark says:
ACTION: The Quirinus glides through the Tigana Nebula on its way to its rendezvous.
EO_McRae says:
::Strolling to Engineering after his first decent nights rest in weeks::
CE_Stevns says:
::exiting TL and entering engineering to finish some diagnostics::
SO_Gokaar says:
::at science 2 doing area scans::
CO_Sulek says:
:: sitting at command in the chair::
CNSherida says:
::checks her uniform::
MO_Stalke says:
::in SB putting away the new supplies::
CE_Stevns says:
::walks to console and taps some commands and completes diagnostic of anti-matter containment unit.
EO_McRae says:
::Stands in front of Engineering trying to decide whether or not to play hooky::
CSOKoepke says:
SO: I want you to take the close up scans to check for possible sabotage while we escort the other ship.
OpsTrebor says:
::Looks at the nebula on the main screen:: Self:  pretty.....
EO_McRae says:
::decides he really should check on his core::
OpsTrebor says:
CO:Incoming com
SO_Gokaar says:
CSO: Aye sir, by the way I see Astrometrics are getting some interesting data
CSOKoepke says:
::configures sensors to take continuous long range sensors of the area::
EO_McRae says:
::Enters Engineering::
OpsTrebor says:
CO:It is SF Command....
CSOKoepke says:
SO: What kind?
CNSherida says:
::heads for her office::
CO_Sulek says:
Ops: Open Channel
OpsTrebor says:
::Opens channel::
CE_Stevns says:
EO: Hello Ensign
EO_McRae says:
CEO: Hello sir.  What are we working on today?
SO_Gokaar says:
CSO: the nebula is emitting some high bursts of tachyons
CSOKoepke says:
SO: Interesting...
OpsTrebor says:
CO:Text message only... no visuals.... Transferring to your chair.
CE_Stevns says:
EO:  Not much I am finishing up some diagnostics and then I am heading to the bridge.
SO_Gokaar says:
::sets lateral sensors to intermittent sweeps of local space::
CO_Sulek says:
::reads text::
EO_McRae says:
CEO: I can take care of those if you'd like.  Not much else to do right now.
EO_McRae says:
::mutters to self:: Like that will last.
CNSherida says:
::enters her office an reviews days reports::
CO_Sulek says:
*Sulek to MO_ Stalker*
CE_Stevns says:
EO:  You can start on the plasma injectors and make sure the Rugars people didn’t screw up.
CO_Sulek says:
<MO>
MO_Stalke says:
*CO* Stalker here
CSOKoepke says:
::takes further scans:: SO: Everything seems so calm..
EO_McRae says:
CEO: Yes sir.  I'm sure they did.
CE_Stevns says:
EO: Isn't that the truth
SO_Gokaar says:
CSO: Indeed sir
EO_McRae says:
::walks panel and runs diagnostic on injectors::
CO_Sulek says:
*MO* As per Starfleet orders as of this date you are hereby promoted to CMO.  Congratulations.
MO_Stalke says:
*CO*Thank you Sir
CSOKoepke says:
SO: Nevertheless, we have to keep our eyes open..this mission needs to go as smoothly as possible
OpsTrebor says:
::completes diagnostic on ops systems, is impressed with the improvements::
CSOKoepke says:
::sighs::
OpsTrebor says:
::Looks up as CO makes the announcement::
EO_McRae says:
::misses the Irish whiskey already::
CSOKoepke says:
::wonders why she never has very good luck with the guys...they either die or get transferred::
Host ACTDMark says:
ACTION: The Quirinus emerges from the Nebula back into clear space.. vapor trails off the Quirinus as it leaves and heads for the rendezvous.
CSOKoepke says:
::scans for all known vessels in the area that don't belong::
SO_Gokaar says:
::scans for subspace disturbances::
EO_McRae says:
::checks diagnostic results for problems and is amazed that there aren't any::
CNSherida says:
::finishes her reports::
CSOKoepke says:
CO: Everything is clear.
OpsTrebor says:
::Makes minor adjustments to scanners, to keep them at peak efficiency::
CE_Stevns says:
::finishes up  on the diagnostics and notices some small variations from his normal settings and resets the settings::
Host ACTDMark says:
ACTION: The Panel in Sheridan's office flashes as a com-message comes in.
CMO_Stalk says:
::looks around the empty SB and then looks to the office::
EO_McRae says:
CEO: It's amazing sir, the plasma injectors are in perfect shape.  Either they got it right, or they screwed up the computer and it just thinks it's okay.
CNSherida says:
::sees her panel flash::
CE_Stevns says:
EO: I am headed to the bridge.  You are in charge in engineering.  Keep me informed of any changes in the ship's engines or power systems.
CO_Sulek says:
Ops: ETA to rendezvous
CE_Stevns says:
EO: It is probably dumb luck, man
EO_McRae says:
CEO: Will do.
OpsTrebor says:
CO: ETA, 13 minutes at current speed.
CNSherida says:
Comm: Sheridan here. Go ahead.
EO_McRae says:
CEO: Probably.
CE_Stevns says:
::smiles:: EO: Who would of thought they would have got the ship in perfect working order
OpsTrebor says:
<19>
CE_Stevns says:
EO: I am out of here
CNSherida says:
:;notices the message is in text::
EO_McRae says:
CEO: Enjoy the bridge sir.  Say hello to everyone for me.
CNSherida says:
:;reads the message::
CE_Stevns says:
EO: Will do  ::walks out of engineering and heads toward the TL::
CSOKoepke says:
::silently nods as another sensor sweep shows a clear way::
EO_McRae says:
::checks the core and realizes CEO must have reset his settings, changes them back::
CMO_Stalk says:
::sits behind the desk and begins reading over the crews medical records::
CE_Stevns says:
::enters the TL:: Bridge.
CNSherida says:
::sees that she has been made the diplomatic officer:: Self: wow!
CE_Stevns says:
::exits the TL and walks to the engineering console and sits down::
CE_Stevns says:
All: Hello everyone
Host ACTDMark says:
ACTION: Stalker gets a message too...
CNSherida says:
::smiles::
CSOKoepke says:
::watches as Stevens walks in, turns her attention back to her console::
CMO_Stalk says:
::sees the console with a message waiting::
OpsTrebor says:
::Nods to the CEO::CEO: Greetings Mr. Stevens.
CE_Stevns says:
::nods back:: OPS:: Hello Mr. Trebor, how are you doing?
CE_Stevns says:
OPS: Ensign McRae say hello also
CE_Stevns says:
OPS: He wanted me to send his regards from engineering
SO_Gokaar says:
CSO: Sir do we have a record of the drive signature for the rendezvous vessel?
CSOKoepke says:
SO: Let me check...
OpsTrebor says:
::Smiles:: CEO: I am sure he does.... while he is whittling away at the engines probable.
CE_Stevns says:
::smiles;: OPS: probably.
CSOKoepke says:
SO: Yes, here it is. ::transfers signal to SCI II::
CE_Stevns says:
::looks at the console and notices the settings change on the anti-matter containment unit and decides to change them::
SO_Gokaar says:
CSO: Thank you sir. ::transfers data and correlates with tac scans::
EO_McRae says:
::sits down and starts whittling like grandpa taught him::
CNSherida says:
::decides to head to the bridge::
CMO_Stalk says:
*CE*  Stalker to Stevens
CNSherida says:
::enters TL:: Bridge.
EO_McRae says:
::sees changes in the anti-matter and figures he hit it with his foot, sets them back::
CE_Stevns says:
*CMO* This is Stevens Congratulations on the promotion.
CSOKoepke says:
::looks up:: CNS: Hello Serena!
CMO_Stalk says:
*CE*  Thanks, but I need to see you in SB about your last physical
OpsTrebor says:
::Smiles a small smile as Sheridan enters bridge::
CE_Stevns says:
*CMO* What’s wrong with it
CNSherida says:
::sees Julia as she enters the bridge::  CSO: Hello Julia
CE_Stevns says:
::looks kind of curious::
CMO_Stalk says:
*CE* You are due for another one
CO_Sulek says:
::stands and casually glances around the bridge::
Host ACTDMark says:
<FCO> Sulek: Sir, entering the Digallia Asteroid belt... now, dropping to impulse, We will be at the rendezvous point in three minutes... 5 minutes early.
CNSherida says:
::sees Trebor smile, and returns same::
CSOKoepke says:
SO: Shall we review the possible enemies of our rendezvous vessel?
CE_Stevns says:
*CMO* Are you sure there isn’t a lie I could tell you to get out of it
CMO_Stalk says:
*CE* Sorry, Starfleet's request
CNSherida says:
CSO: How are you doing?
CE_Stevns says:
*CMO* I had to try I am on my way
CO_Sulek says:
Ops: Maintain active scans for the diplomatic ship.
SO_Gokaar says:
CSO: Aye sir ::transfers data on local political situation to sci1
CE_Stevns says:
::gets up from his station and head to the TL::
CO_Sulek says:
FCO: Acknowledged.
CSOKoepke says:
CNS: Work's keeping me busy..
OpsTrebor says:
CO: Aye sir.
CE_Stevns says:
::enters the TL:: Sickbay
CMO_Stalk says:
::begins looking over CE Stevens medical records::
CNSherida says:
CSO: Sorry to hear about Sean.
EO_McRae says:
::puts up feet::
CSOKoepke says:
SO: Thank you.
CE_Stevns says:
::hears the whir of the TL::
CMO_Stalk says:
::sees CE Stevens::
OpsTrebor says:
::Monitors LRS with the Science crew::
CE_Stevns says:
::exits the TL and enters SB::
CSOKoepke says:
CNS: Seems like I'm a little on the odd side with the other sex..
CMO_Stalk says:
CE:  Thanks for stopping by
CE_Stevns says:
CMO: Hi Mr. Stalker
CE_Stevns says:
CMO: No problem
CNSherida says:
CSO: I know what you mean Julia....
CMO_Stalk says:
CE:Have a seat on bio bed 3 and we can get this over with get you back to work
CE_Stevns says:
CMO: All right
Host ACTDMark says:
<FCO> Sulek: We've reached the rendezvous coordinates sir.  All stop.
CE_Stevns says:
::gets on bio bed 3::
CNSherida says:
::heads for the CO::
CMO_Stalk says:
::picks up a medical tricorder and begins scanning::
CSOKoepke says:
CO: LR sensor sweep of the are in progress.
CMO_Stalk says:
CE:  Any problems lately?
CE_Stevns says:
CMO: No not really.
EO_McRae says:
::Starts to doze off::
CNSherida says:
CO: Sir, will you be needing me?
CO_Sulek says:
FCO: Understood
CE_Stevns says:
CMO: Hold on one sec.
CSOKoepke says:
::scans for rendezvous vessel::
CE_Stevns says:
::taps com badge:: *EO* Ensign?
CE_Stevns says:
CMO: Okay sorry about that
SO_Gokaar says:
CSO: Sir we are getting interference on the sensors for m the asteroid field
CO_Sulek says:
CNS:  The diplomatic ship should arrive soon.  You may wish to stay for contact.
EO_McRae says:
::startled awake:: *CEO*: Yes sir.
CSOKoepke says:
SO: I know.
CNSherida says:
CO: Aye sir, standing by.
CE_Stevns says:
EO: Oh nothing just making sure you are finishing those diagnostics::
CMO_Stalk says:
CE:Not a prob, scans look good, I just need to get a CBC from you and you can be on your way
EO_McRae says:
::runs diagnostic on core::
CE_Stevns says:
EO: not sleeping or anything.
EO_McRae says:
*CEO:*: Still running them.
CE_Stevns says:
CMO: No problem
CNSherida says:
::finds a spot out of the way::
CE_Stevns says:
*EO* Ok.
SO_Gokaar says:
CSO: I'll attempt to filter out the interference
CSOKoepke says:
CO: There is an asteroid field blocking sensors...
EO_McRae says:
*CEO*: No, just whittling away the time.
OpsTrebor says:
SO: Perhaps we can try a little trick.... Could we bounce the scans off the asteroids to get a look into the field?
CE_Stevns says:
CMO: where do you need me to go.
CNSherida says:
::feels the excitement building on the bridge::
CMO_Stalk says:
::picks up the hypo and takes a blood sample from the neck of CE Stevens
SO_Gokaar says:
::begging to program filters to compensate::
CSOKoepke says:
OPS: I was wondering about something like that.
EO_McRae says:
::walks to replicator:: Computer: double espresso and coffee, strong, hot, black.
CE_Stevns says:
CMO: Am I going to make it?
CMO_Stalk says:
CE:Sorry, I should have explained, a CBC is a complete blood count
SO_Gokaar says:
OPS: Good Idea sir, I'll try that too ::bounces scans::
Host ACTDMark says:
ACTION: The Khyorian Majestry vessel emerges from behind a large asteroid.. It’s sleek blue hull shining in space..
CSOKoepke says:
::scans for properties in asteroid chunks to bounce off scans::
EO_McRae says:
::drinks espresso and carries coffee back to console::
CE_Stevns says:
CMO: That’s cool it is not the first time I have given blood.
OpsTrebor says:
CSO: We would have to recalibrate for a lot of echoes created in the scan but...... CO: Khyorian ship approaching
CMO_Stalk says:
CE:  You are cleared to get back to work
SO_Gokaar says:
::Scans ship::
EO_McRae says:
::runs diagnostic on sensors::
CE_Stevns says:
CMO: Ok thanks doctor.
CNSherida says:
::observes the view screen::
CE_Stevns says:
CMO: Take it easy don’t work too hard at your new position
CMO_Stalk says:
::walks back to the office and enters the results of the physical::
CE_Stevns says:
::exits SB and heads for TL::
CMO_Stalk says:
CE:  see you later
CMO_Stalk says:
::looks at the list at his next target::
CSOKoepke says:
OPS: I think I can bounce them off of some of the asteroids. ::tries theory::
SO_Gokaar says:
CSO: sir scans show approx. 600 lifeforms on the Khyorian ship
CNSherida says:
:;sees the ship they are supposed to escort::
CO_Sulek says:
Ops: Open a hail to the Khyorian ship.
CSOKoepke says:
::whistles quietly:: SO: Lot of people!
OpsTrebor says:
CO:Aye Sir, Opening Hailing Freq ::Opens channel::
EO_McRae says:
::still shocked by the fact that the systems all check out.  Wonders if the station rats working on the ship weren't feeling well::
CMO_Stalk says:
::taps com badge:: *CSO*Stalker to Koepke
CSOKoepke says:
::gets a reading back from all over the asteroid field; begins filtering echoes::
Host ACTDMark says:
<Khyorian Majestry> *Quirinus*  USS Quirinus, our Majesty... King Hapitance  ::View changes to a young boy::
CSOKoepke says:
*CMO*Köpke here.
Host ACTDMark says:
<KH> *Quirinus* Greetings Quirinus...
CNSherida says:
::sees a young boy on the screen::
CMO_Stalk says:
*CSO*  I need to see you in SB if you are available
CO_Sulek says:
*Kyhorian ship* This is Captain Sulek of the USS Quirinus, your escort to the peace conference.
CSOKoepke says:
*CMO* All right.
CMO_Stalk says:
*CSO* Thank you
CSOKoepke says:
CO: Permission to go to sickbay.
EO_McRae says:
::finishes whittling replica of a pile of wood chips and cleans up::
OpsTrebor says:
::Shakes his head at the apparent age of the ruler of a planet::
Host ACTDMark says:
<KH> *Sulek*  We await your course to conference...
CE_Stevns says:
::exits the TL on the bridge and resumes to his console::
Host ACTDMark says:
<FCO>  ::Nods the captain and transmits the course that was plotted with known hotspots and current battles::
CSOKoepke says:
::waits::
CO_Sulek says:
*King Hapitance* It is an honor to escort you, Your Majesty.  Course transmitted. Do you confirm.
CNSherida says:
::continues to observe::
Host ACTDMark says:
<KH> *Sulek* Yes, my helm officer has received the data, we are ready to proceed at Warp 5 at your discretion.
CO_Sulek says:
*KH* I would like to introduce you to our diplomatic officer Counselor Sheridan who will be happy to help you with anything you may require.
CSOKoepke says:
*CMO* I'll come down as soon as I can..
Host ACTDMark says:
<KH> ::The King nods::  *Sulek*  Let us be on our way Captain...
CSOKoepke says:
*CMO*Köpke out.
SO_Gokaar says:
::compares course to SF Charts::
CMO_Stalk says:
*CSO* Understood
CNSherida says:
:;steps forward:: *KH* Sir, an honor.
CE_Stevns says:
::again notices the changes in settings and resets them and encrypts the commands::
CO_Sulek says:
*KH* Prepare to engage on my mark. :: Nods to FCO:: FCO/*KH*: Engage.  Warp 5.
EO_McRae says:
::starts playing with the core settings to increase efficiency::
Host ACTDMark says:
<KH> ::Nods and the com-signal ends, displaying the emblem of the Khyorian Royalty.::
CNSherida says:
::looks at the Captain::
CMO_Stalk says:
::taps com badge:: *Ops*  Stalker to Trebor
SO_Gokaar says:
::resets scan perimeters to allow for escorted ship::
OpsTrebor says:
CO:Com channel is closed.
CSOKoepke says:
Sulek: Permission to leave for sickbay.
CO_Sulek says:
Ops: close channel.
Host ACTDMark says:
<FCO> Sulek: Aye, sir.  ::Engages course, with the Khyorian Majestry Vessel not far behind::
CO_Sulek says:
CSO: Permission granted.
OpsTrebor says:
*CMO*: Go ahead?
CSOKoepke says:
SO: Keep science all neat until I'm back. ::smiles::
SO_Gokaar says:
::slaves SCI 1 to SCI 2::
Host ACTDMark says:
ACTION: The two ships warp away from the asteroid field perpendicularly... in a flash of subspatial displacement
SO_Gokaar says:
CSO: Aye sir
CSOKoepke says:
::enters TL:: TL: SB
CMO_Stalk says:
*Ops*  I understand you are busy on the bridge, but I need to schedule a physical for you
CSOKoepke says:
::enters sickbay:: CMO: Is it with all doctors, or do the ones on the Q just have the worst scheduling?
SO_Gokaar says:
::Checks LR Scans::
OpsTrebor says:
*CMO*: Understood.  Hmmm, when do you wish me to come down?
EO_McRae says:
::puts settings back how he had them when the difference is so insignificant::
CMO_Stalk says:
::looks at the CSO::
CNSherida says:
::listens::
CMO_Stalk says:
*Ops* At your earliest convenience
CSOKoepke says:
CMO: Just kidding. ::sighs and puts on a serious face::
CMO_Stalk says:
CSO: Sorry for my bad timing
CMO_Stalk says:
CSO:  I need to update my files to send to SF
CSOKoepke says:
CMO: Doc didn't leave them up to date?
CE_Stevns says:
::again notices the changes and locates from which terminal the changes are being made and notes to himself to have a talk with McRae::
OpsTrebor says:
*CMO*: Received.  I will be down as soon as I can.
SO_Gokaar says:
::runs some subtle scans of the Khyorian ship::
CSOKoepke says:
CMO: May I sit down?
CNSherida says:
CO: May I speak to you?
CMO_Stalk says:
CSO: Pardon my manners have a seat on bio bed 2
EO_McRae says:
::sees the settings change and wonders what's going on.  Assumes the computer is glitching from the station overhaul.  fixes settings::
CSOKoepke says:
CMO: Thanks. ::walks over and sits on bio bed::
CMO_Stalk says:
CSO:  You records as well as the other senior staff are 4months passed now
CSOKoepke says:
CMO: I see.
CSOKoepke says:
CMO: Congratulations by the way!
CMO_Stalk says:
::pick up the tricorder and begins scanning::
CMO_Stalk says:
CSO: Thanks, weird way to get chief though
CSOKoepke says:
::takes a deep breath:: CMO: Tell me about it.
CMO_Stalk says:
CSO:  any problems lately?
SO_Gokaar says:
CTO: Sir you may wish  to take a look at the data I have just received about the Khyorian vessel ::transfers data to tac::
CO_Sulek says:
::crosses to CNS:: Counselor?
CSOKoepke says:
CMO: Not really...I miss doc.
CNSherida says:
CO: The Khyorain royal house is ruled by the adolescents.
Host ACTDMark says:
ACTION: The two ships make their first course adjustment as reports come in about a Pav Bentalis and Khyorian Majestry skirmish.
CSOKoepke says:
CMO: Strange walking into SB and not seeing him there.
CMO_Stalk says:
CSO:I can't cure that illness
CSOKoepke says:
CMO: No, you can't. ::smiles wryly::
CE_Stevns says:
::sees the changes and resets them and sends a message to McRae.:: Don't change these settings again.
CMO_Stalk says:
CSO: But hopefully I can be as good a friend
CNSherida says:
CO: We must adhere to their protocols, exactly sir.
EO_McRae says:
::replies to message:: They seem to work better though.
CSOKoepke says:
CMO: We'll just have to see about that.
CO_Sulek says:
CNS:  They may be young by human standards, but I does not necessarily mean they will behave as human adolescents.
CMO_Stalk says:
::finishes the scan and pick up the hypo::  CSO:  I just need to get a CBC from you and you can be on your way
CSOKoepke says:
CMO: Good.
CNSherida says:
CO: I agree sir.
CNSherida says:
CO: But we must treat their young ruler with the respect he deserves.
CMO_Stalk says:
::touches the neck with the hypo::  CSO All done
EO_McRae says:
::out of habit, starts to fix settings and has to stop himself::
CMO_Stalk says:
CSO:  Stop by any time you feel the need
CSOKoepke says:
::hops of biobed:: CMO: Thank you.  Now, I need to get back to the bridge.
CO_Sulek says:
CNS: I am sure that no one would do anything less.
CSOKoepke says:
CMO: Thanks for the invitation, I will do so.
CNSherida says:
CO: Understood Captain.
CSOKoepke says:
CMO: I'll see you around.
CO_Sulek says:
CNS: However, I am counting on you to be sure that all on board do.
CMO_Stalk says:
::walk into the office and adds CSO stats and looks for the next target::
CSOKoepke says:
::leaves sickbay and enters TL shortly after:: TL: Bridge
CO_Sulek says:
CNS: And Counselor....Thank you for your concern.
CNSherida says:
CO: Aye Captain, I shall keep an eye on things....::smiles:: CO: It's part of the service sir.
CE_Stevns says:
*EO* Stop changing the settings of the core.  I am making this an order.  I have the anti-matter set at that point because it will increase engine efficiency during a time of emergency.
CSOKoepke says:
::enters bridge and walks back to SCI I:: SO: I'm back ::grins:: Did cha miss me?
CSOKoepke says:
::waits for funny face::
CO_Sulek says:
Ops: I'll be in my ready room.  You have the con.
CMO_Stalk says:
::taps com badge::  *CO*  Stalker to the Captain
SO_Gokaar says:
::Nods to CSO and releases SCI 1:: CSO: welcome back sir, everything is fine I hope?
OpsTrebor says:
CO:Aye sir.
CSOKoepke says:
SO: Oh yes.
CO_Sulek says:
*CMO* Sulek here.
Host ACTDMark says:
ACTION: The two ships make their second course adjustment around a disputed colony..
CSOKoepke says:
SO: Now, what do you have for me?
CMO_Stalk says:
*CO* I need to schedule a time for your physical sir
CO_Sulek says:
::crosses and enters ready room.::
CE_Stevns says:
::looks at the console and notices the mistake::
OpsTrebor says:
::Turns Ops over to Ens Jefry, and walks to the Hot Seat::
CE_Stevns says:
*EO* I am sorry about that Ensign.
CSOKoepke says:
SO: Uh, goody, two ships.
EO_McRae says:
*CEO* Yes sir.  ::mutters to self:: Yeah, big emergency situation we're in.
CO_Sulek says:
*CMO* Would now be a convenient time?
SO_Gokaar says:
CSO: all normal sir - I received some data on scan from the Khyorian ship you may like to see ::transfers data::
CMO_Stalk says:
*CO*  Any time you can spare Captain
EO_McRae says:
*CEO*: It's okay sir.
OpsTrebor says:
::Tentatively takes the command chair for the first time::
Host ACTDMark says:
<Ens Lazzari> ::Approaches the Chief::  Stevens:  Sir, I can't find Lt. Kiawk anywhere, the computer says he isn't aboard.
CSOKoepke says:
::looks over data:: SO: I see.
CNSherida says:
::stands off to the side and watches the bridge crew work their magic::
CO_Sulek says:
*CMO* On my way.  ::leaves ready room and enters TL:: Ops:  I'll be in sickbay.
EO_McRae says:
::runs diagnostic on shields and phasers::
CSOKoepke says:
::overhears conversation between EO's::
OpsTrebor says:
::Nervously wipes hands on pants leg, and then settles back into the chair::
CMO_Stalk says:
*CO* Aye Sir
CE_Stevns says:
Ens. Lazzari:  was he aboard the ship when we left the station.
CO_Sulek says:
::Enters TL:: Sickbay
Host ACTDMark says:
<EL> Stevens: Yes sir... he said he was going to get a spanner.. and now I can't find him.
CMO_Stalk says:
::sees the captain walk in::
CE_Stevns says:
EL: Ok
CSOKoepke says:
::transfers DNA data of missing Ensign over to science and performs lifeform scan on the Q::
CMO_Stalk says:
CO:  If you could have a seat on Bio bed 3 sir
CE_Stevns says:
Computer: What is the last know location of Lt. Kiawk
EO_McRae says:
::runs diagnostic on sensors::
Host ACTDMark says:
<C> Stevens: Storage room T5
CNSherida says:
::walks over to the CSO: CSO: What's the problem Julia?
CO_Sulek says:
::enters Sickbay:: CMO: Thank you. And a personal congratulations on your promotion. ::Sits::
OpsTrebor says:
::Catches a bit of the conversation:: CEO: What is going on?
CSOKoepke says:
Serena: Seems like one of our people are missing::
CMO_Stalk says:
CO:Thank you sir  ::picks up the tricorder and begins scanning
CNSherida says:
CSO: Oh?
Host ACTDMark says:
ACTION: The two ships make a quick course correction as fighting breaks out less than one light year from the two ships..
CMO_Stalk says:
CO:  Any problems you need to tell me about?
CSOKoepke says:
CEO: You don't think he could have snuck out?
CE_Stevns says:
Computer: Scan Storage room T5 for any anomalous activity
CE_Stevns says:
CSO: I dot think so
OpsTrebor says:
FCO:Steady as she goes, keep us clear of any fights......
SO_Gokaar says:
::gathers LR Scan data on output of weapons used in conflict::
CE_Stevns says:
*CO* I think we might have a security problem
CE_Stevns says:
EL: was he visually account for when we reboarded the Q
CSOKoepke says:
SO: I take it you found out about the other ships?
CNSherida says:
::laughs at the CSO's remark::
EO_McRae says:
::pulls the panel off of fire control to make sure it's put together right::
CO_Sulek says:
CMO: I am in as humans say the pink.  *CE* Explain.
SO_Gokaar says:
CSO: Aye Sir.
CMO_Stalk says:
::picks up the hypo and touches the captains neck::
CSOKoepke says:
*CO* We have 20 other vessels following our course.  They are keeping 1.5 light years between us...we're keeping an eye on them.
CMO_Stalk says:
CO:  ALL done sir
CO_Sulek says:
*CSO* Can you Identify?
CSOKoepke says:
::scans the ships following us for DNA traces of missing Ensign::
CNSherida says:
::walks back and stands behind the Captain's chair::
OpsTrebor says:
::Glances at Julia as she informs the Capt of the data::
CO_Sulek says:
::Stands:: CMO:  Anything to report?
CMO_Stalk says:
CO:All clear and healthy
CNSherida says:
::notices the tear still evident on the Ox’s chair::
CE_Stevns says:
*CO* Lt. Kiawk is no longer on board
CSOKoepke says:
::transfers data to OPS:: OPS: Like to have a look?
CNSherida says:
::smiles::
CMO_Stalk says:
CO:  I'll have the blood results in an hour or so
Host ACTDMark says:
---------------------------------------------- PAUSE MISSION ------------------------------------------------------


